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Summary
Although many facets of Leaky Bucket (LB) Policing have been inten-
sively studied in the internet Quality of Service (QoS) research community,
an effective method is yet to be found to estimate actual loss and delay per-
formance parameters introduced by LB when it is regulating internet flow of
empirical models with heavy-tailed distributions, such as Weibull ON/OFF
sources, which accounts for self-similar patterns of today’s internet traffic.
Our analysis of a publicly available internet traffic trace data reveals
that the ON/OFF periods of downlink data follow Weibull distributions. Our
study provides a numerical method to analyze the LB Policing performance
in a Weibull ON/OFF traffic model scenario based on this empirical traffic
trace study.
Our method is a numerical discretization solution to a published in-
tegral equation. This equation is in fact a general case description that
does not expect any specific statistical properties of the traffic flow. It al-
ready has a close-form solution in an exponential ON/OFF source scenario.
However, this close-form solution method applying Laplace Transform re-
mains challenging for the Weibull ON/OFF source case. Our work reveals
some properties common in the exponential ON/OFF case and the Weibull
viii
Summary ix
ON/OFF cases, which facilitate a numerical method that we have found to
be effective to solve the problem.
Since these properties can be found in a variety of distributions, not
just in Weibull distribution, therefore, our method is essentially applicable
as a more general solution in a scenario to any distribution sharing the same
properties found in this study. These findings also paved the road for further
explorations in the direction of analytical solutions for Weibull ON/OFF case




Leaky Bucket has been introduced in many QoS-capable data network
architectures, such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), IntServ (Inte-
grated Services) IP (Internet Protocol) network and DiffServ (Differentiated
Services) IP network, as either a traffic policing device or a traffic shaping de-
vice. It is used to prevent a flow or an aggregation of flows from aggressively
consuming network bandwidth resources, in order to protect conforming flows
from suffering performance loss. Although Leaky Bucket (LB) can provide
a rate-regulated traffic flow at its output, its parameters may significantly
impact system performances such as delay, loss and utilization, especially
when the data traffic is not a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) source in nature.
To our interest, for bursty sources, it is not efficient and profitable to police
bursty traffic with peak rate, which will conservatively consumes more re-
1
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sources than necessary, especially in the case of systems with only stochastic
performance requirements instead of tight-bound performance requirements.
Thus, parameter options should be provided for the system to allocate
resources, as long as the required QoS parameters can be met. The crux is
to have a method to evaluate QoS performance when parameters, typically
the leak rate and the buffer size, are assigned to the LB policing device.
Meanwhile, the traffic pattern assumed must be empirical to make this work
practical. Researchers have provided Leaky Bucket performance analysis
method for ON/OFF traffic and provided the close-form solution in the case
of Exponential ON/OFF traffic pattern, which is used widely for voice com-
munications.
In recent years, however, self-similar (SS) characteristics of data traffic
aggregates have been found. The self-similar nature has made data traf-
fic bursty in different time scales, which make traditional system allocation
schemes for aggregations incompetent because these schemes used to be based
on the assumption that traffic can be smoothed out after levels of aggrega-
tion. Heavy-tailed distributions of ON/OFF periods, such as Pareto distri-
butions and Weibull distributions in data transfer have been found to be the
chief factors contributing to the self-similar nature of data traffic and studies
have revealed the existence of such heavy-tailed distributions in the internet
traffic.
Another problem brought by heavy-tailedness of these distributions is
the intractability involved in mathematical analysis of system models with
these distributions. Although an integral equation was available modelling
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buffer occupancy distribution Probability Density Function (PDF) function
of LB policing a general ON/OFF source, the solution to this equation has
to be developed case by case. A closed-form solution was developed for Ex-
ponential ON/OFF source model, applying Laplace transform/inverse trans-
form techniques. But it is important to investigate how it can be applied to
empirical Internet traffic models.
Web traffic, as one example among several other types of Internet traffic
studied, are found to contain Pareto or Weibull distributions. Researchers
found out that this phenomenon is caused by file size distributions and users’
browsing behavior or interaction pattern with the Web service. In this study,
after analyzing available internet web application trace data, we found that,
at least according to the analyzed trace, web downlink traffic is closer to
a Weibull ON/OFF pattern than to a Pareto ON/OFF pattern. Thus we
choose Weibull ON/OFF source model for our study. However, we found it
very challenging to apply Laplace transform techniques to the case of Weibull
ON/OFF source, due to the intractability of integrals containing Weibull dis-
tribution PDF/CDF functions. During the derivation for practical numerical
solutions, instead of applying Laplace transform method, we explored prop-
erties of the integral equation itself and found some important properties of
it. These findings not only facilitate a numerical method to ease the job but
also show at least one path to predict about the structure of the solution of
the difficult integral equation, which describes the LB buffer occupancy PDF
when it is used to regulate an ON/OFF source with general case ON/OFF
period distributions.
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In the following sections, all these issues will be further discussed.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Leaky Bucket’s role in the QoS network archi-
tectures
The fast developing technologies of both computers and high speed net-
works have aroused great interest in supporting real-time applications, such
as Internet telephony and video conference, in the next generation packet
network. However, real-time applications differ significantly in both traffic
patterns and performance requirements with non-real-time applications, or
sometimes referred to as traditional data-oriented applications. And pol-
icy differentiation among prioritized users is also of great interest in many
domains, which has even introduced performance requirements for data-
oriented applications.
Thus, applications on the Internet are demanding different network qual-
ity of service (QoS) requirements. The Internet, however, in contrast to
QoS-built-in packet network architectures like ATM, is not tailored to ac-
commodate real-time applications with QoS requirements. It consists of het-
erogenous networks, with the unpredictable service quality provided to end
systems. Commonly adopted first come first serve(FCFS) service/scheduling
discipline and zero-priority policy encourages aggressive sources and thus ex-
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acerbates its poor QoS capability. In other words, the Internet has been
providing only best effort service with no guarantee of service quality at
all. Specialized infrastructures are needed to support QoS in the IP net-
work. The 1990s witnessed both individual groups and IETF’s efforts of
proposing architectures and frameworks to standardize QoS over the Inter-
net [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11]. These research work also give rise to systemized QoS
concepts, issues and algorithms, related to processing of IP packets on a per
hop basis [3, 6].
In order for the network to deliver QoS to the user’s applications, both
parties have to agree on network parameters. These parameters include, as
summarized in [6], timeliness, bandwidth and reliability specifications. In a
dynamic negotiation process, the user passes its traffic profile and desired
QoS parameters, by QoS signaling, to the network. The network decide
whether the communication can be set up without hampering other existing
QoS-guaranteed connections, according to current allocations of resources.
In ATM network, this process is known as Connection Admission Control
(CAC). After the request is successfully accepted, the network, which has
to be properly dimensioned, will reserve, typically along the path of the
communication, enough resources to make sure that the negotiated QoS will
be maintained. During the whole process of the communication, the QoS
capable network will rely on mechanisms such as scheduling to enforce its
promised resource allocation and it will, in the mean time, police the traffic
flow against its own traffic profile. Thus, before any agreement is reached
between the user and the network on a certain session’s QoS guarantee, a
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proper quantitative description of the traffic itself has to be specified in order
for the network to allocate resources accordingly. The description should
characterize the data pattern accurately and meanwhile, the traffic profile set
up with the specific description profile can be effectively and easily checked
against when the traffic flow is examined after the communication has been
established. A widely adopted method, based on bit rate dynamics of data
traffic, which obviously inherited from parts of traffic descriptions in ATM
network infrastructure, is to divide traffic into two categories: Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) [6]. The latter is of greater
interest because it is desirable to get a multiplexing gain if multiple flows
of this kind are clustered together, although the different patterns of traffic
may have different impact on the gain.
It is essentially straightforward that a CBR source can be characterized
by its Peak Rate, since its rate during its whole lifetime remains constant. A
VBR source, however, has more parameters needed to be specified. Despite
its Peak Rate, long-term mean of the traffic rate, or Average Rate is in-
tuitively an important parameter so that the profile can provide the network
a criterion to decide on a long-term resource allocation scheme to economi-
cally support a large number of flows. However, the two rate parameters are
not enough to characterize the traffic. Burst patterns can be significantly
different. [6] illustrated this with three traffic flows of the same average rate
and burst size, while their peak rates, or burstiness to be translated, differ
greatly. In another maybe more persuasive scenario, the duration of a burst
of peak rate communication and the duration of a silent period may have
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random lengths. If these parameters are not limited, it is also very difficult
for the network to check the traffic against its profile and maintain QoS in the
meantime, especially to decide on the time scale to measure the average rate.
Thus, Burst Size is often specified in order to limit the burstiness, in a spe-
cific time scale, to provide a more accurate description. The ON/OFF model,
a similar fashion to describe the traffic pattern, is often used to describe the
voice/data network traffic, because of the bursty nature of these networks.
The major advantage of ON/OFF model is that it can more flexibly describe
the stochastic nature of the traffic, which turns out to be pervasive in current
network systems. However, this flexibility might give rise to the complexity
to model the systems carrying the traffic.
Once a user’s request to establish a session with certain QoS parameters
is admitted, a mechanism is needed to police the traffic to make sure that
the traffic load injected into the network, by the corresponding source, will
be conforming to the traffic profile and thus will not abuse network resources
to suffocate other traffic flows, especially those which are conforming to their
profiles and at the same time are expecting promised service qualities from
the network. In ATM network, this traffic policing mechanism is known
as usage parameter control (UPC). In order to minimize data loss incurred
by such policing mechanisms of the network, a user can also deploy traffic
shaping mechanisms to reduce the peak data traffic rate to the in-profile
one. Leaky Bucket and its variant, Token Bucket, are widely adopted in QoS
architectures as traffic policing/shaping devices [10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19].
The essential idea is transferring buffered data at a rate not higher than the
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peak rate, normally a sustainable rate negotiated in the traffic contract which
can meet with the timeliness requirement of the corresponding application.
Leaky Bucket is popular not only because it’s easy to implement but also pro-
vide a perfect regulation over a flow modelled by the rate/burst CBR/VBR
model described above. It also provides bounds on service parameters when
used together with scheduling and multiplexing devices [17]. It helps the
multiplexer of each hop to give guarantee to each flow by confining other
flows to their contracts.
A traffic flow, such as a flow with random ON/OFF periods, might not
be well characterized by a Leaky Bucket flow. Or sometimes as in [10], a
leaky bucket with a peak rate of the ON period can serve as a conservative
bound, although it might cause a significant wastage of bandwidth. However,
there is no other wise and so easy-to-implement method to police a stochastic
flow yet. To service such a flow economically, a leaky bucket with a leak rate
lower than the flow’s peak rate is desirable. In this scenario, even if the flow
can obtain delay and loss performance guarantee from QoS-capable network,
the delay and loss incurred by the leaky bucket of the first hop need to be
estimated. In this domain, research work in [10] has played an important
part, which will be covered in Section 1.2.3.
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1.2.2 Self-similarity and heavy-tailed distributions found
in data network traffic
Traditional queuing theory has been very successful in the analysis of
networks with data traffic of Poissonian nature. In recent years, however,
observed data-network performance shows significant differences with results
predicted by Poisson traffic networks. Studies in [22] demonstrated the failure
of Poisson model and the existence of self-similar traffic pattern for many
environments.
Self-similarity, the same pattern of appearance or behavior when viewed
at different scales on a dimension, the unifying concept underlying fractals,
chaos and power laws [20], is an amazingly ubiquitous attribute found in
many phenomena in nature. It is startling that it is prevailing in artificial sys-
tems like data networks. Research work shows that time series and stochas-
tic processes exhibit statistics, especially variations, remain unchanged with
changing time scales. Common definitions of continuous-time and discrete-
time self-similarity can be found in [21].
In this study, the objective to study traffic models is to find an empirical
flow model for verifying our method for Leaky Bucket performance analy-
sis. Thus, we are more interested in one of widely accepted explanations
for Self-similarity, the contribution of heavy-tailed distributions of flows to
the aggregated traffic. Although mathematical definitions, such as in [21],
might lead to the intuition that heavy-tailed distributions show a Pareto tail,
the term heavy-tailed distribution essentially represents a family of distribu-
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tions featuring a fading speed slower than the exponential distribution, or
exhibiting infinite variances and even possibly infinite means. A heavy-tail-
distributed random variable could have extremely large values with relative
significant probability.
The most attractive feature of the heavy-tailed distribution explanation
is that it leads to manageable simulation models. In order to simulate a
network with self-similar traffic patterns, researchers can simply incorporate
flows with heavy-tailed distributions and achieve self-similarity in aggregated
traffic. There are also measured evidences of the existing heavy-tailedness of
traffic ON/OFF periods’ distributions and its contribution to Self-similarity
in various network environments [28, 30, 31]. Therefore, in order to find a
model that is as precise as possible to real-world traffic patterns, these models
need to be examined. Our relevant work of choosing proper distributions for
ON/OFF periods of a flow’s model will be covered in Chapter 2.
1.2.3 The performance analysis modeling for ON/OFF-
flow-fed Leaky Bucket
Bursty nature of both voice communication network and data commu-
nication network has long been known. The ON/OFF source model with
various ON/OFF periods’ distributions with constant peak rate during its
on period provides a convenient way to model such sources in simulation and
analysis and thus is widely used. The successful research work summarized
in [10] is of great interest in this study, because it is an efficient method to
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provide a fluid model LB performance analysis that is applicable to general
case ON/OFF periods of identical independent distributions (i.i.d.). The
buffer occupancy distribution is the solution to the specific integral equation
(1.3), based on which both data loss performance of the delay to each burst
can be easily derived.
Based on Markov chain analysis of buffer state transitions, in [10], three
equations/equation sets are provided to model LB regulated ON/OFF traffic
systems. Equation (1.1) is for the discrete buffer state case, or the Exact
Model, Equation (1.2) is for the continuous buffer state case in the Fluid Flow
Approach with an infinite buffer size, and Equation(1.3) is for the continuous
buffer state case in the Fluid Flow Approach with a finite buffer size.
In Equation (1.1), P (x) denotes Probability Mass Function(PMF) func-
tion of buffer state x, Q(z) denotes PMF function of ON period buffer incre-
ment z, and R(k) denotes PMF function of OFF period buffer decrement k.
N is the buffer size.

















































Q(z) ·R(N − x)
}
+P (N) ·R(N − x)
if 0 < x < N
0 if x = N
(1.1)
In Equation (1.2) and Equation (1.3), f(x) and F (x) denote the Prob-
ability Density Function (PDF) and the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of buffer state x respectively, fZ(z), FZ(z) and F¯Z(z) denote ON
period’s PDF, CDF and Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
(CCDF) respectively, and fL(l), FL(l) and F¯L(l) denote OFF period’s PDF,
CDF and CCDF respectively. b′ denotes the difference between the data
peak rate and the LB leak rate. a denotes the LB leak rate. M , in the finite
buffer case, denotes the total buffer size.
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The buffer occupancy state probability upon the arrival of an ON burst
is the solution of these equations. The loss ratio can be easily derived for the
finite buffer cases of both the exact model and the fluid model, because the
loss of each burst is simply the arrived traffic subtracted by the sum of the
serviced traffic and the stored traffic, where the latter is determined by the
buffer size and buffer occupancy. The formula for this loss ratio, applicable
to any general case ON/OFF distributions, is Equation (1.4).














Yet another issue is applicability to the engineering world. Obviously,
the Exact Model has the problem of scalability, or state dimensionality [10],
in which the number of equations increases proportionally to the buffer size.
The Fluid Flow Approach, however, does not have this problem, with a
continuous variable denoting the buffer state and a function denoting the
PDF of the buffer state distribution. For this reason, it is widely adopted for
analysis and will be concentrated on in this study. The Exact Model will be
simulated to exam the accuracy of the Fluid Flow Approach.
In [10], a classical Laplace transform method is used to solve equations
(1.2) and (1.3) in the exponential ON/OFF case, whereby both the ON
period and the OFF period are exponentially distributed. The linearity of
both equations makes Laplace transform a good choice and the exponential
nature of ON and OFF periods’ distributions makes integrals in the equations
analytically tractable. Widely adopted new internet data traffic models with
heavy-tailed distributions have introduced significant complexity into the
application of this classical analysis method.
1.3 Motivation of this work
Since heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources are dominating today’s Internet
applications and an analysis method to evaluate performance impact of LB
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on a typical flow to apply proper network resource dimensioning, work in [10]
can be extended.
People may doubt the applicability of Markov Chain analysis model-
ing method to the cases with heavy-tailed distributions, since heavy-tailed
distributed ON/OFF traffic will take on Long Range Dependent(LRD) prop-
erty once ON or OFF time has infinite variance [37]. However, it is worthy
of notice that the process with LRD property mentioned in [37] is the con-
tinuous time traffic rate process while in the math modelling used in [10], the
system state of interest is the discrete time LB buffer state at consecutive
discrete time points, on which ON periods arrive. They are not the same.
And most important of all, actually the LRD identities of the rate process
does not necessarily mean that ON or OFF period processes can not be i.i.d.
on discrete epochs of arrivals, which means ON and OFF period processes
can still be assumed to be time-invariant i.i.d. with dependence of neither
Long Term nor Short Term.
Let X(tn), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., where tn denotes the discrete time points, or
epochs, at the arrival of the nth ON period, denote the buffer states at the
corresponding epochs. And let Z(tn), n = 0, 1, 2, ... and L(tn), n = 0, 1, 2, ...
represent the nth ON and the nth OFF period processes respectively. As
well known, a discrete time Markov chain has the identity that a change of
the state of interest depends probabilistically only on the current state of
the system and is independent of the past given that the present state is
known ([36]). At time tn, given that the current LB buffer state is X(tn),
the next buffer state X(tn+1) depends on only the ON period Z(tn) and the
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OFF period L(tn), assuming ON period rate is constant and buffer depth
is fixed. So when the distributions of Z(tn) and L(tn) , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., are
i.i.d., i.e., when Z(tn) and L(tn) ’s distributions are independent of time
indices ti, i = 0, 1, 2..., or simply in one word, they are random variables with
known distributions rather than ordinary random processes, X(tn) alone will
probabilistically decide the next LB buffer state X(tn+1). The rule governing
this one step state transition is explained in the derivation for Equation(1.1)
and Equation (1.2) in [10].
Therefore, the Markov chain state equation in [10] can still be applied
to LB analysis with ON or OFF periods of time-invariant heavy-tailed distri-
butions and that should also be the reason that in [10], the derivation of the
system modelling equation does not impose any term on the ON and OFF
period distributions except they are time invariant and independent of each
other.
In this work, as soon to be covered in the next chapter, Weibull tail
has been found in the same data set as [28], which is widely accepted as an
empirical proof of the existence of heavy-tailed distribution in data network
today. We found that, even after applying series expansion techniques to
represent weibull distribution functions, the close-form solution still remains
challenging, as shown in the Appendix M. This motivates us to develop an
effective numerical method to solve the problem in a Weibull ON/OFF model
case.
It is also of interest that in the Exponential ON/OFF case, an im-
pulse function component exists in the close-form solution. In our numerical
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method trials, we also found that only when such an impulse component is
assumed to exist can our Riemann sum integral method work. Thus, there
might be some connections between the two different scenarios. This triggers
our interest to explore the structure and possible singularity of the solution
in a relatively general scenario rather than only one type of distribution.
1.4 Contribution of the thesis
In the study, publicly available internet traffic trace studied in [28] was
examined again. The statistics collected show that in the trace Weibull dis-
tributions are not only more convenient but more appropriate than Pareto
distributions to be used to characterize the heavy-tailed distributions found
in this specific WWW traffic, in contrast to [28], which suggested that the
Pareto distribution shape parameter are variable (from 1.16 to 1.5) along
the range investigated. Although SS and Heavy-tailed distributions are
also found in several different network layers, architectures and applications
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25], our work finding a Weibull tail in Web traffic shows
some consistency with the work of [31] and we are more concerned with the
ON/OFF model of single user’s actual web traffic generated instead of just
uplink request interval distribution like that studied in [31]. Thus an Weibull
ON/OFF model with empirical parameters was one of our contributions and
was adopted to test our numerical solution method against simulations with
the same parameters.
This study concentrated on deriving the loss ratio performance, although
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delay performance can be estimated by a similar yet simpler technique. Delay
of each burst is decided simply by the buffer occupancy probability upon the
arrival of the burst, a byproduct of loss performance analysis, and each bit
inside the burst will experience some more offset delay decided by the leak
rate and its relative position inside a burst. The worst case delay can also
be bounded by choosing appropriate buffer size. So the delay performance
issue is not covered in this study. Token Bucket (TB) performance study will
not be covered while there is already an interesting conclusion that as far as
fluid-model-traffic-fed LB/TB loss performance is concerned, a TB will exert
the same loss ratio as that of an LB, which has a buffer size equal to the
sum of the TB’s data and token buffer size and has a leak rate equals to the
TB’s token rate. This conclusion can be easily proved by establish a equal
relation between system variables of LB and TB, i.e., the empty buffer room
for LB versus the sum of empty data buffer room of TB and accumulated
token quantum in the token buffer.
Our method is a numerical discretization solution of a published inte-
gral equation. This equation is in fact a general case description that does
not expect any specific statistical properties of the traffic flow. The ana-
lytical method applying Laplace Transform remains a challenging work for
heavy-tailed distributions. Our work reveals some properties common in
the exponential ON/OFF case, the Pareto ON/OFF case and the Weibull
ON/OFF case, which enables a numerical method that we have found to
be effective to solve the problem. Since these properties can be found in a
variety of distributions, not just in Weibull distribution, our method is essen-
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tially applicable as a more general solution in a scenario to any distribution
sharing the same properties found in this study, although parts of numerical
integral evaluation programs might have to be adjusted to suit other distri-
butions. These findings may also trigger further explorations in the domain
of analytical solutions.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we analyze several different WWW model studies of re-
cent years and suggest a method to abstract an empirical model from the
trace used in [28] which is publicly available online for downloading. A
Weibull ON/OFF model is obtained, with empirical parameters abstracted
from downlink WWW data.
In Chapter 3, we provide the detailed analysis for the system equation in
the case of Weibull ON/OFF source and prove the existence of singular com-
ponent in the solution, an impulse function at and only at the origin. Based
on this finding, we propose a numerical method, exploiting both the singu-
larity that has been found in our study and Reimann Sum approximations
of integrals.
In Chapter 4, we compare the result of our numerical analysis method
to that of simulations. We then extend parameters to wider ranges to test
this method with simulations. Findings of this method on the LB algorithm
are also examined.
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In Chapter 5, we summarize the thesis and indicate open issues in this
research topic.
Chapter 2
The model for an Internet flow
2.1 Introduction
As a prominent tool for communication network analysis, queueing the-
ory has been based on continuous-time Markov chain models and generalized
families of the exponential distribution such as phase-type distributions. This
type of distributions facilitate tractable mathematic analysis and have very
well modelled traditional voice communication networks.
However, recent research work have revealed that these statistical as-
sumptions underlying classic queueing theory might not always be true.
In multiple applications in data communication network, self-similarity and
long-range dependence have been found. These phenomena are not expected
to appear in network queues featured with phase-type distributions. Re-
search shows that heavy-tailed distributions, or sometimes referred to as
21
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sub-exponential distributions, can explain such phenomena and the existence
of such heavy-tailed properties have been observed in numerous network ap-
plications.
In this study, we focus on the modelling of web applications as WWW
is becoming more and more popular and it is the obvious trend to integrate
multiple current or even future services into it. Web traffic also exhibits
interesting pervasive patterns found in several studies, which are believed
to have been caused by both the structure of web pages and human’s web
browsing patterns. We need an empirical model with a specific distribution
describing ON/OFF pattern of a typical traffic flow of web traffic. This
typical ON/OFF model would be used as the input traffic pattern in the test
for our performance analysis method of Leaky Bucket. The model, therefore,
is expected to be as close to the real web traffic as possible, instead of just
enough to reveal subexponentiality.
In Section 2.2 methods and results of several related studies are exam-
ined. Then presented in Section 2.3 is our method, which is developed by
tailoring these methods to meet with our specific objective, abstracting an
Internet traffic flow. In Section 2.4, the resulting model is summarized.
2.2 Web traffic models
Several studies [28, 30, 31, 32, 33] have been carried out to explore pat-
terns of web traffic. However, objectives of these studies are mainly revealing
accessing patterns, instant traffic volume, optimizing caching strategies and
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in some cases revealing heavy-tailedness of related distributions.
However, in this study, a model is needed to abstract a single flow of
internet traffic. A flow is typically identified by its port numbers and IP
addresses of both the sender and the receiver, which means it is either the
uplink or downlink for a certain user application instead of both. Nor is such
a flow of interest an aggregation of other flows.
We are most interested in the research methods of [28, 30, 31] because
they are, to certain extends, approaching our objective. They have also
touched the behavior aspect of web traffic pattern, which is affected by web
protocols, web page documents’ organization and human’s browsing habit.
One major advantage in studying work in [28] is that the trace used in it
is available and it, as to be covered in the following sections, has enough
information collected for our study. This trace also show a significant por-
tion of access of multimedia file (images, sound, video) as well as other text
documents. Table 2.2 compares the intensity of access of different types of
web objects, based on the classification used in Table 2.1. Detailed informa-
tion can be found in the trace description paper [26]. The traffic intensity
ratio of multimedia files, text files, and other documents is approximately
6.80:1.00:1.08. However, as shown in the tables, while pictures were fre-
quently downloaded, audio and video files were relative infrequently used at
that time, which might be obsolete from today’s perspective.
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Table 2.1: Object Categories
Category File Extensions
HTML html, htm, shtml, cs
Image gif, xbm, gif, jpg, jpeg, gif89, tif, tiff
Sound au, wav, snd, lha, mov
Video mpg, mp2
Text text, txt, readme, toc, p, ocr, abstract, bitmap
Formatted Document (FD) ps, dvi, ps.gz, ps.Z
Dynamic pl, cgi, count, objects containing ”?” or ”cgi-bin” as part of the path
Archive hqx, zip, gz
Other files that do not match the above listed objects
Table 2.2: Document Type Distribution
HTML Image Sound Video Text FD Dynamic Archive Other
Remote
Number of Refs. 55351 394666 320 153 438 141 90 85 1657
Pct. of Refs. 9.61 68.55 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.29
Avg. Size (kB) 6.4 13.9 551 792 32.3 358 3.48 4404 191
Local
Number of Refs. 37053 83340 21 23 271 1929 11 2 221
Pct. of Refs. 6.44 14.47 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.04
Avg. Size (kB) 2.89 8.39 2778 381 1.79 50.6 4.80 907 67.6
2.2.1 The BU model
In the work of Crovella, Bestavros, Taqqu, Barford and Bradley [28, 29,
30], two sets, trace 1995 and trace 1998, of WWW traffic were collected in
the Computer Science Department of Boston University.
In the analysis of the 1995 trace [28, 29], the existence of Self-similarity
was found. The traffic, aggregated into discrete bins of 1,10, 100 and 1000
seconds, show significant bursts in these scales. Distributions of transmis-
sion time of WWW files, sizes of both existing and transferred WWW files,
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and “quiet times” were also found to be heavy-tailed. The trace has also
been compiled into traces the Internet Traffic Archive of Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, publicly available to download from the Internet.
The Boston University(BU) Model characterizes a web browsing session
of a user by ON/OFF model. On period is defined as the transmission
period of a single web file. Off period is defined as the time interval between
two successive On periods. Obviously, this ON/OFF model describes the
downlink traffic of a session connecting the user and the web site. It does
not touch the uplink traffic data pattern.
Not only heavy-tailedness but an interesting property of OFF period
was found in [28], which was also found later in [31]. There is a distinct
difference between two regimes of the OFF time period’s LLCD plot. In the
BU model, this was explained by the difference between user “think time”,
or “inactive OFF period”, and machine-induced delay during interpretation
of newly downloaded files, or “active OFF period”.
What excites people most about the study is that in the analysis of 1998
trace [30], similar distributions were found again in a different group of user at
a different year separated far away from the study of the 1995 trace, which
means the properties might have revealed the long-lasting common traffic
pattern of WWW users, whether they are caused by data files’ properties,
or users’ behavior, or both. Thus, although scholars argue that both the
data set and the Mosaic browser based measurement method in the 1995 BU
trace might be obsolete, it remains a representative and thus valuable trace
for analysis.
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The BUmodel has closed a gap explaining the Self-similarity phenomenon
in data networks. With empirical WWW traffic measurement, it supports
very well the theory established in [22]. However, focus seems to have been on
the piecewise linearity in log-log complementary distribution (LLCD) plots,
which demonstrates how close a distribution is to a Pareto distribution. To
test our new numerical method, however, a more exact distribution is needed,
instead of a “piecewise Pareto distribution”. Meanwhile, we noticed in the
work of [31] that Weibull distribution was also found in WWW traffic, which
intrigued our curiosity about the exactness of Pareto distribution in WWW
traffic and possible connections of the findings in [28] and [31].
2.2.2 Deng’s model
In the work of Deng [31], great effort has been made on the detailed
statistic distributions of ON and OFF periods of WWW traffic. Essentially,
Deng’s definitions of ON and OFF periods differ significantly from those
used in [28]. Moreover, the research work of Deng is focused on the uplink
model and user behavior instead of downlink retrieval of web files. Deng’s
work also show two properties found in the BU model, heavy-tailedness and
active/inactive OFF period pattern.
After collecting a trace of Internet access link session traffic in GTE Lab-
oratories, which is unfortunately still proprietary at present, Deng focused on
the WWW request arrival pattern to study users’ behavior. He defines ON
period as a period consists of a series of “associated ” requests, assumed to
include consecutive requests with inter-arrival time below a certain thresh-
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old. OFF period is defined as request inter-arrival time above the threshold.
Thus, the term “the inter-arrival time of requests during an ON period” in
Deng’s work actually means “the active OFF period” in the BU model.
Deng found, according to his definitions, that both the ON period and
“the inter-arrival time of requests during an ON period” followed Weibull
distribution and that OFF period followed Pareto distributions. He demon-
strated the model’s insensitivity to choices for the threshold value by justify
the model with 30, 60 and 120 as the threshold value. To our great surprise,
however, these values happen to fall in the range mentioned in [28] as the hy-
brid Active/Inactive OFF regime. So Deng’s work not only provides a model
for the entire inter-arrival time of WWW requests, but also show consistency
with the WWW data pattern in the BU model.
It was also of interest that Deng explored methods modelling data traf-
fic by other distributions than Pareto distribution. The so-called Weibull
plot method in Deng’s work is very similar to the LLCD test of [28] in the
sense that they both detect the existence of a straight line after transforming
the plot axes to log-scales of certain extends, exploiting the expressions for
respective distributions.
2.3 Our parsing of the BU trace
In preceding sections, it can be seen that the work on the BU trace has
not provided exact ON/OFF distributions for downlink data and uplink data
model remains untouched. In Deng’s work, only uplink request inter-arrival
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time distribution was analyzed and the model is also a little vague due to
the unjustified threshold assumed. It is also desirable to obtain ON/OFF
distributions before an accurate and appropriate distribution is chosen for
this leaky bucket performance evaluation method study, which is our primary
objective to explore WWW traffic models.
In this study, the 1995 BU trace is used for further analysis because it
is representative and available. And as soon to be explored, it also contains
information to model both the uplink and downlink data traffic. Format
descriptions of the trace can be found both in [26] and in a BU-Web-Client
trace description file on the web site of the Internet Traffic Archive. The only
log of interest is the Condensed Log [26] as a Condensed Log file, representing
a session, records with each line a corresponding single URL request and data
transfer incurred by this request. In this section, the parsing method of the
BU trace is examined.
A session Condensed Log file in the trace is regarded to have recorded a
pair of uplink and downlink flows’ activity. This assumption might differ a
little from the traditional definition of an Internet flow, because a user can
connect to different sites during a session and multiple web sessions might
share the same flow identities, i.e., IP addresses and ports of the two parties
involved. However, it is a roughly reasonable assumption since QoS profile
is expected to be established on a per session basis. Also a user typically
keeps browsing pages of one web-site before re-directing to another site. Our
objective is to find distributions of ON and OFF period of data traffic. Thus
firstly, it differs little whether or not we separate flows inside one session.
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Secondly, on either uplink or downlink, parallel sessions connecting to the
same site, although might be defined as one flow on the backbone network,
are regarded as different flows in this study. Therefore, it is assumed that,
at any time, there is at most one web object file being transferred in a flow.
It means a parallel multi-thread downloading session will not be modelled
in our study. Overheads of supporting layer protocols, including application
layer protocols such as HTTP, are also ignored in this study.
For the downlink model, the definitions for ON/OFF periods used in
the BU study [28] are adopted. As covered in Section 2.2, ON period is the
transmission time of a file corresponding to an entry in a Condensed Log
file. According to the format of Condensed Log file, it is the last column of
each line, in seconds. By adding this ON period to the time stamp, recorded
by the second (sec) and third (microsec) columns of each line, we have the
beginning time of the following OFF period BToff . The OFF period is
the time stamp of the next line, representing the beginning time of another
request and transmission, subtracted by BToff . Due to the complexity of
modelling, it is also assumed that during any ON period, the data transferring
rate is constant. Since no instant downloading rate was recorded in the trace
and CBR traffic is assumed during the ON period, a rate value is estimated
as the mean value of average rate values of all file downloading processes.
Each average rate is calculated as the document size, the fifth column of
each line in a Condensed Log file, divided by the corresponding ON period.
Due to caching mechanisms of WWW application, there are zero value ON
periods in the trace. After collecting the raw collection of ON periods based
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on the definition above, zero values are filtered away.
For the uplink model, a parsing method, slightly different from that
in the BU model or that in Deng’s work, is used. Instead of imposing a
threshold to separate OFF periods into two categories like what the BU
model and Deng’s model adopted, our method simply defines OFF periods
as any request inter-arrival time, i.e., the difference between time-stamps
of any two consecutive requests made. Although ON period is assumed to
be infinitesimal, as with today’s wide-band access networks, the transfer
time at the access network becomes far shorter than the request inter-arrival
time, downlink WWW file transfer time, and downlink silent time. The
ON period traffic is simply a packet carrying the WWW request, which is
already recorded in the trace. Thus the packet size is assumed to be equal
to the request data length, which is a random variable to be measured, or
can be regarded deterministic if assuming every request packet is padded
to a standard size greater than the biggest request packet found. It is also
assumed that every request will be sent to the Internet, although in the real
world, caching mechanism on the local machine or server might intercept this
request without actually sending it out.
It is also assumed that, for both downlink and uplink traffic, ON and
OFF period distributions are independent of each other. This assumption
is reasonable since ON period is the downloading time of a Web object file,
normally decided by its size, while an OFF period is either processing time
for the object to be displayed, or the user’s thinking time, or a hybrid. The
correlation between the two is not expected. For instance, compared with
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a bitmap picture, a jpg picture file may have a shorter period downloading
time but it might require longer decoding time. It is also assumed that each
ON period is independent of any other ON period, and the same for each
OFF period. These assumptions facilitate Markov chain analysis techniques
used in [10]. It is also worthy of notice that the assumption of Markovian
property of the system model in [10] and this study does not contradict Self-
Similarity found in the Internet traffic because this is just an ON/OFF flow
model, instead of aggregated traffic.
2.4 Our model obtained from the BU trace
In this study similar techniques used in [28, 31] are employed to match
the distributions, i.e., instead of comparing statistic tests of several distri-
butions against the empirical data sets, transforming plot axes of Comple-
mentary CDF (CCDF), also known as survival function, according to certain
logarithmic scale mappings to observe the existence of linearity of the plots
in the transformed coordinate systems.
2.4.1 Downlink result
ON and OFF period samples were calculated by data from the trace,
using the definition in Section 2.3. Since the distributions have to be deduced
by these discrete samples, they have to be grouped into equally spaced in-
tervals to calculate relative frequency. By accumulate relative frequency
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with ascending values of the random variables, sample discrete CDFs can be
deduced. Then CDFs of the continuous random variables are observed by
examining the linearity in their axis-transformed plotting.
One second is chosen as the interval for both the ON and OFF periods.
This helps to accumulate enough numbers of samples for calculating relative
frequency in each interval while maintaining similar time resolutions used in
the BU model and Deng’s model. Another consideration is that, although
the BU trace file records time stamps in units of seconds and microseconds,
it is obvious that at the time the BU trace was collected, the software timing
techniques used in the application level, as what was used in the BU model,
could only guarantee resolutions around milliseconds. It is due to the fact
that applications has to refer to operating system calls to fetch the time
stamp register. Software operations are affected by system clock interrupt,
as explained in [27]. It is true that the actual quartz-crystal heart may be
able to run faster. But the much longer system clock period decides the res-
olution achievable by making software calls to fetch the value of time stamp
register. The system clock period is 55 ms on DOS, Windows 16 and Win-
dows 32 platforms, 10 ms on Berkeley, System V and Solaris UNIX platforms.
Other higher-resolution systems available then were supporting resolutions
no shorter than 1ms, for instance, 1 ms on DEC Digital UNIX and 4 ms
on DEC ULTRIX. The BU trace was collected on SparcStation 2 worksta-
tions equipped with UNIX systems. Therefore the actual system clock period
could not be shorter than 1 ms. However, this discussion is confined within
the software timing techniques, as used in the BU trace collection. In other
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network traffic statistics collection, much higher resolution might have been
used by applying dedicated hardware timer or newly developed platforms
equipped with extra high-resolution system clocks.
The relative frequency, also known as Probability Mass Function (PMF)
of discrete value x seconds, is calculated by
f(x) =
number of samples falling in the interval[x− 1, x)
total number of samples in the 7 month BU trace
, x ≥ 1, (2.1)




f(n), x ≥ 1. (2.2)
Maximum x values in the trace are 2,094 seconds and 11,722 seconds for
ON and OFF periods respectively. Weibull CDF test is used. Based on the
fact that a Weibull distribution CDF is given by
y = F (x) = 1− e−( xβ )α (2.3)
and let X = ln(x) and Y = ln(ln 1
1−y ) , the following equation holds:
Y = αX − αlnβ (2.4)
Thus by examining the linearity of the X/Y plot, it can be decided
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Figure 2.1: Weibull test of downlink ON period
whether Weibull distribution is a good approximation for a certain random
variable.
The Weibull test of ON period is shown in Figure 2.1. Compared with
the LLCD plot in [28], essentially a Pareto test which shows that a single
Pareto distribution can hardly characterize the random transmission time
over its whole range, the linearity in this Weibull test plot is obviously much
better. Linear fitting yields α = 0.249 and β = 0.102.
The same technique was also used on the OFF period. In Figure 2.2,
it also shows that Weibull distribution is more appropriate than the ac-
tive/inactive/hybrid OFF time Pareto model demonstrated by LLCD plot in
[28], which is duplicated as Figure 2.3. Linear fitting yields α = 0.240 and
β = 0.218.
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Figure 2.2: Weibull test of downlink OFF period
Figure 2.3: LLCD plot of OFF times in the BU model
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Figure 2.4: Request burst size distribution fit, interval: 1 byte
2.4.2 Uplink result
The ON traffic burst size, i.e., the request size, shows significant vari-
ations, which can hardly be described by a simple distribution expression.
With a window of 21 points, it can be smoothed out and approximated by
a Weibull distribution with α = 4.71 and β = 48.73, as shown in Figure 2.4,
which is plotted with log scale horizontal axis. It is worthy of notice, how-
ever, that this Weibull distribution is not a heavy-tailed one. With a Shape
parameter α greater than one, the fading rate of this distribution has obvi-
ous exceeded that of exponential distribution. It also reminds us that the
Weibull distribution is not always heavy-tailed.
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Figure 2.5: Weibull test of uplink request inter-arrival time, interval: 1
sec
With an interval value of one second, applying the Weibull test used in
Section 2.4.1, long-range linearity is also found in the uplink request inter-
arrival time distribution, as shown in Figure 2.5.
In a higher time resolution interval of 10 millisecond, instead of 1 second,
more sophisticated phenomena has also been found for the uplink request
inter-arrival distribution in our study. First, although CDF Weibull test
still shows positive result over a long range, there is an observable difference
of two regions in the test plot, as shown in Figure 2.6. Another test with
Y = ln(ln(1 − CDF ) + 1) and X = ln(x) tried in Figure 2.7, shows that
the left region can be approximated by an exponent-shifted Weibull function.
The whole range CDF can be expressed as
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Figure 2.6: Weibull test of uplink request inter-arrival time, interval:
10 ms
y = P [X ≤ x] =

1− exaeb−1 , x ≤ xth
1− e−(x/β)α , x > xth
where a = −1.1640, b = −0.9353, α = 0.2813, β = 49.0722, and xth =
50. This approximation is compared with discrete sample CDF in Figure 2.8,
plotted in log-log scale.
The second phenomenon is that the far-end tail part of discrete PMF
plot of request inter-arrival time samples, as shown in Figure 2.9, shows
strong wobbles, which seems consistent with findings in [33].
These findings of uplink traffic might be interesting for further explo-
ration in future WWW traffic modelling. However, due to complexity evolved
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Figure 2.7: A shifted Weibull test of uplink request inter-arrival time,
interval: 10 ms







Figure 2.8: Approximation of inter-arrival time sample CDF, interval:
10 ms, log-log scale
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Figure 2.9: Inter-arrival time sample PMF, interval: 10 ms, log-log
scale
and lack of evidence of prevalence of these phenomena in others’ research
work [28, 30, 31, 32], they are not incorporated into our model used for LB
analysis method testing.
2.4.3 The model adopted in this study
Interestingly, Weibull distributions are not only found in Deng’s model
but also found in the BU trace, including the body and tail parts. Uplink
data traffic is more complicated than CBR-ON ON/OFF traffic and is yet
to be studied in the future.
When results of our numerical method were verified against simulation
results in this study, Weibull distributions were chosen as the distributions
of ON/OFF periods and measured parameters of the downlink data were





In this chapter, a discretized numerical approximation solution, of the
existing ON/OFF-source-fed LB description equation (1.3), is proposed. This
solution method enables effective estimation of the loss performance of LB
which regulates an ON/OFF source. During the derivation and improvement
process of this method, some interesting aspects of the equation (1.3) are
discovered, applicable to LB-regulated ON/OFF sources with a wide range
of distributions of ON and OFF periods.
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3.2 Two possible methods
In this section, two different ways are introduced to solve equation (1.3),
with a certain family of ON/OFF periods’ distributions, sharing the same
properties found. Although method one is immature and thus not adopted,
it provides important forms similar to those of classic integral equations,
which might be of value in future work on the solution. It also provides some
convenient intermediate results for further study.
3.2.1 Common properties found
After algebraic manipulations, the equation (1.3) can be expressed as:
∫ x
0
f(y)K1(x, y) dy =
∫ M
0




f(y)K3(x, y) dy =
∫ M
x
f(y)K2(x, y) dy (3.2)
where,





, 0 ≤ x ≤M , 0 ≤ y ≤ x, (3.3)


























) · FL (M−xa ) , x ≥ y
(3.4)
, 0 ≤ x ≤M , 0 ≤ y ≤M,
K3(x, y) = K1(x, y)−K2(x, y), 0 ≤ x ≤M , 0 ≤ y ≤ x. (3.5)
In the cases of Exponential ON/OFF and Weibull ON/OFF sources,
K1(x, y) and K3(x, y) are both continuous functions defined on the rectan-
gular area, or the two-dimensional interval, {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ M, 0 ≤ y ≤ x}.
AlthoughK2(x, y) is defined in a piecewise way, it is still continuous along the
line segment {(x, y)|x = y, 0 < x < M}. Thus K2(x, y) is a continuous func-
tion defined on the rectangular area {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤M, 0 ≤ y ≤M}. In fact,
our methods can be applied to ON/OFF sources with periods’ distributions
sharing the same continuous properties.
The integration-interval symmetry form of Equations (1.3) and (3.2), is
the basis of the two different methods derived to solve the original Equation
(1.3). However, Equation (3.2), in the cases of Exponential ON/OFF and
Weibull ON/OFF sources, has several important properties that need to be
noticed when being solved with numerical methods:
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1. definition domain of f(x): according to its physical meaning, f(x) is
strictly defined on [0,M ].
2. Singularity of Solution: An impulse component, located at and only at
origin, exists. This can be proved as follows.































Now we prove f(x) has one positive impulse component at x = 0 , with
the continuous properties of K1(x, y) , K2(x, y) and K3(x, y).
RHS of (3.6) is greater than zero because of the positive integrands.
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K3(0, 0) = K1(0, 0)−K2(0, 0)
= FZ(0)−K2(0, 0)
= 1−K2(0, 0)





















dy > 0, (3.8)





























due to the fact that













∈ (0, 1). (3.11)
In other words, K3(0, 0) is nothing but a positive constant. Thus, f(x)
must have singularity at the point x = 0. Since the RHS of (3.6)
is also a constant, the singular component can be simply denoted by
A · δ(x), A ≥ 0 and A is a non-negative variable to be decided by
distributions of ON and OFF periods.
In this study, it is also discovered that similar singularity does not
exist on any other points along the interval (0,M ] of the buffer occu-
pancy PDF. This statement can be proved as follows, utilizing again
the continuity of K1(x, y) and K2(x, y):
Because
FZ(0) = 1,
∀x0 , 0 < x0 < M ,
K1(x
−
0 , y) = K1(x
+
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and according to (3.1)








































Thus, no impulse component of f(x) exists on the interval (0,M).
Similarly, because
K1(M,M) = FZ(0) = 1,
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and according to (3.1) when x =M−,
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Thus, no impulse component of f(x) exists at x =M .
It is of great interest that up till now, the derivation or proof relies only
on some common properties of Exponential and Weibull distributions,
instead of depending on only a certain distribution alone. Thus, the
existence of the impulse component of the buffer occupancy PDF, found
in the Exponential ON/OFF source case, can be generalized. It is
a phenomenon shared by a family of ON/OFF sources. It will soon
be summarized in section (4.3) by some sufficient conditions for an
ON/OFF source to be admitted into such a family.
3. Normalization Condition: Obviously, if f(x) is the solution of the equa-
tion (1.3), a set of solutions of it also exists , denoted by {cf(x) | c ∈ R}
However, only one solution among them does exist to yield the correct
PDF of buffer occupancy, applying the confinement of the law of to-
tal probability for f(x), or what is referred to as the normalization
condition in [10].
4. Definition domain of PDFs and CDFs of ON/OFF periods : According
to the physical meanings, these periods are all positive real numbers.
3.2.2 Method One: the iterative algorithm
Given any real number x inside the interval [0,M ], Equation (3.2) reveals
the relation between the function f(·)’s properties on the left interval [0, x]
and those on the right interval [x,M ]. However, the relation between the
function’s evaluation at this point x and its properties on those intervals can
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When applying the rule of equation (3.18) to (3.2), with
d
dx
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and
K2(x, x) +K3(x, x) = K1(x, x) = 1 − FZ(0) = 1,
it can be seen that






















(K2(x, y)) , x < y ≤M
− ∂
∂x
(K3(x, y)) , 0 ≤ y ≤ x.
Therefore, it seems that f(x) can be obtained by applying an iterative
formula according to Equation (3.21) and applying total probability normal-
ization after each iteration.
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3.2.3 Method Two: the discretization algorithm
The idea is to replace the two integrals in equation (3.2) with Riemann
sum over N intervals. By changing the location of x to Xi, i = 1, 2, ..., N ,
a series of equations can be established. Discrete evaluations of f(·) at Xis,
as multiple variables of a set of linear equations with different K2(x, y) and
K3(x, y) evaluations as coefficients, can thus be solved. This method utilizes
the linear nature of the integral equation (1.3), without which the linear
equation equations can not be set up.
The details are as follows.
First, the objective of interest is changed from the expression of buffer
occupancy PDF over the whole interval of [0,M ] to discrete points. The PDF
function f(x) is denoted by A · δ(x) + g(x), taking into account the proved
singularity nature of the solution. The newly defined g(x) is a continuous
function which is different with f(x) only at the origin, without only the
singular term A · δ(x) . We are interested now at both A and g(Xi) where
Xi(i = 1, 2, ..., N) are selected N discrete points along the interval [0,M ]. A



















·M, y) dy , i = 1, 2, . . . , N





















·M, y) dy = 0
i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.22)
And applying Riemann sum approximations to integrals of (3.22), we
have



















































Equation set (3.23) contains N linear equations while there are N + 1




·M) i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Actually Riemann
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sum approximation of the total probability law condition provides the last












+ A = 1. (3.24)
3.3 Method selection
Method one seems attractive. However, not only the proof of the con-
vergence of this iterative procedure remains an open issue, the singularity of
K4(x, y) at variable points at x makes the derivation of explicit expression
of f(x) intractable.
Moreover, according to several conducted numerical discretized experi-
ments with exponential ON/OFF source and Weibull ON/OFF source in my
study, even in cases where the procedure converges, the converging speed is
too poor to make it practical in the numerical engineering solutions.
In other words, the development of this iterative algorithm is in need of
more polishing work, especially after finding a way to overcome the negative
effect of the singularity at the origin of the solution, which might count for
the failure in the experiments conducted.




To check whether our numerical method yields correct results for LB
loss performance evaluation, computer simulations are used as references. In
this section, a fluid model simulator and a packetized model simulator are
examined. Since the integral equation was built based on fluid model anal-
ysis, the former is used to check the correctness of our proposed numerical
solution for the integral equation while the latter is used to show how well
the fluid model can approximate the practical packetized system. All simu-
lations are constructed with the Simulation Model Programming Language
(SMPL) package, a Discrete Event System (DES) simulation library [34].
The simulators created in this study can also be used to study LB regulated
ON/OFF sources with distributions other than Weibull, by modifying the
random number generator of Weibull distribution to that of other genera-
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tors. In this study, as explained in Section (1.4), only Leaky Bucket, instead
of Token Bucket, is analyzed and simulated. The crux of the simulation is to
record the system state, i.e., buffer size upon arrival, based on which, simple
math is applied to deduce loss according to traffic duration of each burst,
assuming certain constant traffic rates.
4.1.1 Fluid model simulator
There are only two events that need to be handled, i.e., the transition
from the OFF period to the ON period (Event 1) and the transition from
the ON period to the OFF period (Event 2), in the fluid model simulation.
In Event 1 handler, the buffer occupancy ratio is recorded for verifying
purposes. Also a Weibull-distributed random ON period is generated. Based
on that and other rate constants, newly accumulated traffic amount into the
buffer can be calculated as this ON period multiplied by difference of the
input data rate and the leak rate. Then if the new amount is greater than
the available room inside the buffer, buffer occupancy will be updated with
full buffer size and the loss will be accumulated. Otherwise, buffer occupancy
will simply be the level after accumulated with the new amount.
In Event 2 handler, another Weibull-distributed OFF period is randomly
generated. Then the buffer occupancy upon next Event 1 can be calculated
as the minimum of 0 and this OFF period multiplied by the leak rate, and
an Event 1 can be scheduled by adding this OFF period.
The simulation is initiated with an Event 1 scheduled at the time ori-
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gin and terminated when certain preset simulation time limit expires. The
statistics is getting collected after 30% of the simulation time has passed,
in order to record stable random system state probabilities. The loss ratio
is calculated, when the simulation halts, by dividing accumulated loss by
accumulated arrived data.
4.1.2 Packetized model simulator
In addition to both events covered in description of fluid model simula-
tor, the simulation for packetized system introduced 2 more events, packet
arrival (Event 3) and one-packet leaking (Event 4). And the handling of
Event 1 and Event 2 differs from fluid model.
Event 1, although still triggering ON period generation and scheduling
Event 2, does not handles loss calculation issue. In addition, it triggers the
first packet arrival event of this ON period. Event 2, is also similar to it
counterpart in the fluid model except it also does not handle loss issue.
In the handler of Event 3, representing the arrival of a new packet during
an ON period, calculate the size of the data packet according to whether it is
the last packet of this ON period, and accumulate it to the buffer occupancy
and calculate loss if it makes the buffer overflow.
In the handler of Event 4, representing the ‘leaking time’ or the arrival of
one packet service quantum, a packet is simulated to be serviced by reducing
buffer occupancy by one packet, only if the buffer is not empty. Also the
next event 4 is scheduled.
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The simulation is initiated with an Event 1 scheduled at time origin and
terminated when certain preset simulation time limit expires and with an
Event 4 scheduled a period after that. The statistics is only collected after
30% of the simulation time has passed, in order to record stable random
system state probabilities. The loss ratio is calculated, when the simulation
halts, by dividing accumulated loss by accumulated arrived data amount.
4.2 The results for Weibull ON/OFF model
In this section, an issue specific to numerical calculations related to
Weibull case is discussed and results with the empirical model parameters
obtained in Chapter 2 are shown.
4.2.1 Parameters chosen
As stated in Chapter 2, we adopted the Weibull distribution parameters
obtained from the downlink one-second-interval measurement. It is worthy
of notice, however, that the Weibull distribution has wider ranges of param-
eters, even including light-tailed ones. Only when the shaper parameter is
within (0, 1) is it a heavy-tailed distribution. Thus the shaper parameter
may significantly affect the mean value when chosen differently. The scale
parameter also have a linear impact on the mean value. These variable ef-
fects may have significant impact on numerical integral calculations, which
will be covered soon.
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Table 4.1 lists the parameters chosen for numerical analysis and simu-
lations, among which the peak rate is an approximate value estimated from
the trace, and two leak rates values were picked: 1.2 kpbs as approximately
the long term average traffic rate and 4.0 kpbs as a close-to-peak rate.
Table 4.1: Parameters chosen for numerical analysis and simulations
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon 0.249
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon 0.102
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff 0.240
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff 0.218
ON period/peak rate (kbps) b 4.6
Buffer size(s) M [5120 10240 20480 40960 81920]
LB leak rate(s) (kbps) a [1.2 4.0]
4.2.2 Numerical integral issue
Weibull distribution has a very dynamic fading rate, affected by its shape
parameter α. When α = 1.0, it is an exponential distribution; When 0 <
α < 1.0, it is a heavy-tailed distribution, fading more slowly than exponential
distribution; when α > 1, it is fading even faster than exponential one. We
are interested in non-exponential cases.
Some problems arises when it comes to the numerical calculation for
the formula to calculate loss ratio in Equation 1.4, after the buffer occu-
pancy PMF is obtained with our method. The range of integration variable
is infinite. This may seem to be able to be easily handled by using map-
ping techniques to convert the integration variable to another with a limited
range. However, in the new range of the new variable, an integrand with
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faster-than-exponential fading rate appears and traditional numerical inte-
gral algorithms, such as Simpson quadrature and Lobatto quadrature can
hardly yield any good evaluations because their intervals are linearly spaced
and can not adapt to such significant fluctuations. A similar problem also
appears when we extend the parameters to wider range cases such as the
fading-faster-than-exponential Weibull distributions represented by the up-
link burst size distribution we have found.
To tackle these problems, one method is to use adaptive method to
select non-linear spaces before using Riemann Sum or quadrature approxi-
mations. Another method is to integrate the integrand piecewisely, with the
upper limit of the first integral interval set to the mean of Weibull component
involved, and an exponentially growing piece-wise interval length in subse-
quent integral intervals. Quadrature approximation of the integral over each
interval is appended until it drops to an insignificant level. We adopted the
second method and found it very effective.
4.2.3 The difference between fluid model and packe-
tized model
Although the focus of this study is on solution of the fluid model, the ap-
plicability of it to solve the resource dimensioning problem in today’s packet
network is of great concern. We must understand the difference it makes to
packetized systems.
In the fluid model, events happen in a burst scale and all system variables
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can be expressed by continuous functions. In packetized system, however,
they can not. Even during a period of peak rate data transfer, the measured
arrived traffic amount can fluctuate because packets arrive on discrete time
points. The service is also provided on discrete time points. If a packet misses
a service point, it has to wait in the buffer and accumulate more chances for
the next packet to be dropped if the buffer is nearly full. Their counterpart
in fluid model, buffered data, can be serviced along all the time axis.
Also it is a common practice to do padding to ensure standard packet
size in some network, this will append more difference to packetized system
when compared with fluid model. This, however, can be useful to simplify the
other method almost ignored by us, discrete buffer state method, or the Exact
Model, described by Equation (1.1), because the buffer state reduces to only
multiples of packet size, although attention has to be put on choosing right
discrete random variable PMFs, Q(z) and R(k), which can be obtained by
integrate continuous random burst size and silent period PDFs by intervals.
This method is straight-forward and will not be covered in this study.
It is expected that, as long as packet size is small enough, compared
with ON period burst size and OFF period service quantum, the difference
can be insignificant.
4.2.4 Results
The results for all the Weibull distribution parameters chosen were
shown below. Figure 4.1 is for the case with the leak rate a = 4.0 kBps
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Figure 4.1: LB loss performance analysis/simulation result, leak rate:
4.0 kBps
and Figure 4.2 is for the case with the leak rate a = 1.2 kBps.
As we can see, the numerical analysis method works well and the ap-
proximations to packetized system is very good.
4.3 Applicability of this numerical method to
more cases
The applicability of our findings and method to Weibull distributions
with wider ranges of parameters and even other distributions is also of inter-
est. These issues will be discussed in this section.
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Figure 4.2: LB loss performance analysis/simulation result, leak rate:
4.0 kBps
4.3.1 Test with wider ranges of Weibull distribution
parameters
Table 4.2: Group A: Small range of Buffer Size M
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate b (Bps) 4600
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [512 1024 1536 2048 2560]
The results illustrated in Appendix A ∼ L, corresponding to Group A
∼ L accordingly, show that our method is sturdy enough to yields correct
numerical results for parameters tested in these groups. In fact, the tech-
nique of choosing dynamic integral limits, described above in Section 4.2.2
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Table 4.3: Group B: Large range of Buffer Size M
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate b (Bps) 4600
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [5120 10240 20480 40960 81920]
Table 4.4: Group C: Small range of leak rate a
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1000 1200 1400 1600 1800]
was developed when the numerical method was tested with these groups of
parameters. In packetized system simulation, packet size of 32 is only tried
with cases where packet size of 512 triggers significant difference with fluid
model simulation/anaylysis. Legend is listed on the first figure in Appendix
A and the rest of the figures follow the same legend system.
4.3.2 Applicabilities to other distributions
As stated, properties found in Section 3.2.1 are applicable to all of Ex-
ponential and Weibull ON/OFF sources. That explained why a impulse
function is in the close-form solution of Exponential ON/OFF case and fail-
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Table 4.5: Group D: Large range of leak rate a
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [500 1500 2500 3500 4500]
Table 4.6: Group E: Small range of ON period Shape Parameter αon
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0]
ures in our trials in the Weibull ON/OFF case with an assumption that buffer
occupancy PDF is a continuous function, which is essentially the drive for us
to explore the singularity of the solution.
As the observation or derivation for all the properties are not confined
to only the two distributions, other distributions, satisfying all conditions
used during the derivation, especially Equation/Inequation (3.6-3.17), may
also exist. The conditions can be summarized as:
1. Positive integrand of RHS of Equation (3.6 ) This is decided by fZ(·),
FL(·), and FZ(·).
2. Continuity of K3(x, 0) at x = 0.
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Table 4.7: Group F: Large range of ON period Shape Parameter αon
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [1 2 4 8 16]
Table 4.8: Group G: Small Range of ON period Scale Parameter βon
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0]
3. K3(0, 0) ⊆ (0, 1) .
4. K2(0, 0) ⊆ (0, 1) .
5. Continuity of K1(x0, y) and K2(x0, y), ∀x0 and y , 0 < x0, y ≤M
.
6. FZ(0) = 1 .
Thus our method is expected to work in any other cases satisfying these
conditions, too.
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Table 4.9: Group H: Large range of ON period Scale Parameter βon
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [1 2 4 8 16]
Table 4.10: Group I: Small range of OFF period Shape Parameter αoff
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0]
4.4 Discussions of LB performance issues
In this study, LB has exposed some of its shortcomings. The following
discussions are confined within the non-conservative LB policing policy we
have been concentrated on, i.e., an LB with a peak rate greater than its leak
rate. Finite buffer is also assumed since in real-time traffic, bounded delay
is often desired.
One major finding of this study is the existence of an impulse function
in the solution for function occupancy distribution PDF, which gives a CDF
with a step function located at the origin. This means that at the arrival of
an ON burst, the buffer has the probability, equal to the impulse intensity
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Table 4.11: Group J: Large range of OFF period Shape Parameter αoff
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [1 2 4 8 16]
Table 4.12: Group K: Small range of OFF period Scale Parameter βoff
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0]
of the PDF, of being empty. Both possible lengthy OFF period and possible
short ON period contribute to this phenomenon, as long as there is a chance
that buffer will be fully depleted before or even upon the arrival of the new
ON period.
Also, it is always lossy in tailed-distributions cases, even including the
Exponential ON/OFF case. It also holds bias against big file transfers.
These, however, is not desirable in data applications, especially those loss-
sensitive ones.
Third, to keep loss ratio low in heavy-tailed distribution cases, either
the leak rate has to be chosen close to peak rate, which means conservative
over-provisioning, or a large buffer is implemented, which imposes longer
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Table 4.13: Group L: Large range of OFF period Scale Parameter βoff
Parameter Name Parameter Value(s)
ON period/peak rate (Bps) b 4600
Shape Parameter of Weibull OFF period αoff [0.5 8]
Buffer size M (B) [2048 40960]
LB leak rate a (Bps) [1200 4000]
Shape Parameter of Weibull ON period αon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull ON period βon [0.5 8]
Scale Parameter of Weibull OFF period βoff [1 2 4 8 16]
delay.
Last, in WWW applications, each session might have only tens of trans-
fers at most. Is the statistical performance guarantee obtained in this study
attractive? It is hard to say. A user might complain just because of failures
in a few sessions to deliver negotiated service quality. Leaky Bucket can not
adapt to per session dynamics promptly. However, leaky buckets can smooth
out the burstiness of traffic sources in the network and thus allow more con-
nections to be admitted. Therefore the network throughput will go up an
this means higher revenues for network service providers.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and open issues
In this study, both modelling of WWW traffic and analysis of LB al-
gorithm over heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources have been extended. The data
sets, used as a widely accepted proof for heavy-tailed distributions in WWW
traffic, can be fitted to Weibull distributions, which, in several measured
WWW traces, seem to be able to describe WWW traffic flows well. Our ex-
ploration of an LB system equation has revealed underlying general solution
structure and introduced an effective numerical method to solve it. There
are, however, several untouched directions of research work, which are still
interesting.
First, in the modelling of WWW traffic, independence of ON/OFF pe-
riod distributions is assumed, as well as CBR nature of data traffic during
the ON period. However, researchers have been exploring more complicated
interpretations of browsing traffic pattern, especially when features of new
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HTTP protocols, such as parallel downloading, become prevailing as de-
scribed in [32]. Thus even for a single session of today’s web browsing, an
ON/OFF source with constant rate during the ON period might become
obsolete and inappropriate. To study traffic policing over WWW applica-
tions, researchers might need new models, which take into account effects
introduced by the newest HTTP protocols.
Second, the applicability of our method to analyze LB’s performance
in more general cases, e.g., distributions with singularity by themselves like
what has been found in uplink request traffic. This study has been focusing
on CBR-ON traffic while a more complicated model might be more realistic
if considering random traffic rate during ON period. Also we are astonished
to have found in the uplink model the same “strong wobbles” phenomenon
as described in [33], which might not be due to sampling variability or even
unknown facet of traffic characteristics. Development in research work ex-
ploring the instable tail property is worth watching.
Third, although Leaky Bucket can provide a rate bound to a traffic, it
is unlikely going to change the heavy-tailedness nature of the traffic, espe-
cially when a close-to-peak-rate LB is used. This in turn implies that the
self-similarity of the aggregate of outputs of Leaky Buckets can still exist.
LB with Long Range Dependent(LRD) input traffic is proved to maintain
the LRD nature, in turn generating LRD output [35]. New methods to regu-
late traffic while improving utilization of network resources are still an open
domain. Adaptive methods, such as [12, 13, 14, 18, 16], have been proposed.
However, performance analysis of these adaptive system is still challenging
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work due to their complexity.
The last, which has not been touched yet in both WWW traffic mod-
elling and QoS research, is the possible impact of WWW traffic policing or
shaping on the browsing patterns themselves. Obviously, if the data traffic
is policed, a user will experience effects imposed by the regulation units and
might react in certain ways, e.g., changing browsing pattern, refraining from
“aggressive browsing”, or requesting more bandwidth. The regulation of up-
link traffic will also inevitably affect the traffic pattern of downlink traffic
in the WWW scenario. These effects have been ignored in existing studies,
while they may arise after QoS mechanisms are deployed.
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Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group A
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [a αon βon αoff βoff ]
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Appendix B
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group B
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [a αon βon αoff βoff ]
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Appendix C
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group C
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [M αon βon αoff βoff ]
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Appendix D
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group D
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [M αon βon αoff βoff ]
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Appendix E
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group E
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [βon M a αoff βoff ]
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Appendix F
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group F
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [βon M a αoff βoff ]
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Appendix G
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group G
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [αon M a αoff βoff ]
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Appendix H
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group H
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [αon M a αoff βoff ]
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Appendix I
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group I
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [βoff M a αon βon]
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Appendix J
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group J
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [βoff M a αon βon]
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Appendix K
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group K
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [αoff M a αon βon]
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Appendix L
Weibull ON/OFF case results:
Group L
The title of each figure is a parameter vector, [αoff M a αon βon]
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As shown in [10], in the case of Exponential ON/OFF source case, Equa-
tion (1.3) can be solved by applying Laplace transform to both sides, mak-
ing algebra manipulations and Laplace inverse transform. Several problems,
however, arise when we try to use the same techniques to solve it for a close-
form solution in the Weibull ON/OFF source case. For further explanations,

























































































is zero because FLl = 0 when l ≤ 0, as it is the survival function of a random
variable denoting positive time interval. However, care must be taken of





are substituted with those of
specific distributions. Because in the remaining item (Equation (M.4)), the
definition intervals of y and z are no longer as explicit as before (Equation
(M.3)), since lower/upper limits are changed to a form that provides no such
clues. Thus, in the remaining item, when y ∈ [0 x] and z ∈ [0 (x − y)/b′],
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the expression FL(l), where l =
y+b′z−x
a
, should be evaluated as zero instead
of submitting the l into a Weibull function expression. Sometimes Equation











































Let L(s), L1(s), L2(s), and L3(s) denotes Laplace transform of f(x),
F1(x), F2(x), and F3(x), respectively.
The same as the Exponential case, we have the laplace transform of the
LHS of Equation (1.3), i.e., F (x), L(s)
s
, because of the fact that f(x) is the
derivative of F (x). Thus,
L(s)
s
= L1(s) + L2(s) + L3(s). (M.6)
There are, however, several problems that are different from the Expo-
nential case and that we are still unable to tackle.
The first problem is that the Weibull distribution introduces functions
more complex than exponential function, which make integrals in the above
not tractable with current integral techniques. One way, as we have tried, is
using series expansion techniques to break down the complex functions into
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simpler components so that integrals can be solved.
The second problem arises when inverse transform is needed, As soon
covered in the following example, sometimes the previous phase can generate
expressions that are no longer haunted with the integral problem. But further
complexity are introduced into the inverse transform, which we still lack
techniques to handle. Approximation may exist to simplify the intermediate









































































































n! · βαon·n ·
Γ((n+ 1) · αon)
s(n+1)αon
(M.10)









n! · βαon·n ·
Γ((n+ 1) · αon)
b′(n+1)αon
· s−(n+1)αon . (M.11)
Meanwhile, with similar series expansion techniques, we have
























j=1(αon + p+ qαon − j)(M−yb′ )αon+p+qαon−r(Mb′ )n+mαoff+r+1∏r
























w=0(nαoff + w + 1)
(M.13)
Different from that in the Exponential ON/OFF case, f(·) is too difficult
be decoupled from some integrals to be expressed in terms of L(s). Also s has
non-integer exponentials, which goes beyond current techniques to facilitate
inverse Laplace Transform. It is still an open problem to find appropriate
approximations that can simplify the inverse transformation while offering
correct solutions.
Thus, the Weibull ON/OFF case close-form solution of Equation (1.3)
remains a challenge.
